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Artist – Belinda Close. 

Directors and staff acknowledge the traditional owners of the land on which we meet and work, we 
recognise the Quandamooka people and pay our respects to elders past, present and emerging.

In a world that is all-too-often busy, where change is accelerating and social 
isolation is increasing, we are working hard to change the way the community 

balance sheet is fulfilled. 



Chairman’s report
On behalf of the Board of Directors, Senior Manager Justine Kennedy, Manager Jane Nelson and our branch 
team, it is my pleasure to provide our annual report for the 2017-18 financial year.

We have had yet another busy year, more so given our expansion to Wynnum Manly and the surrounding 
districts. Growing in size, in ‘footprint’ and capability comes with significant challenges, the greatest of which 
was our drive to ensure our culture remained the same and was evident whether we are in any of our 3 
locations or out in the community. #lovewhatwedo and #peoplematter are two of our 3 hashtags that keep 
our culture front of mind, day after day.

Mid-year our team held a workshop and first up, they redefined the words that best describe the values that 
reflect that culture. As a collective they decided on;

Empower, Respect, Accountability, Loyalty & Family

Throughout the 17-18 year we took a 
number of steps to set what will be our 
‘brand’ for years to come. The first was to 
create a photo that represents us and our 
work, using local people, businesses, 
students etc. 

This, in turn, provided the opportunity to 
purchase and brand a car for the team to use 
between our locations and in the community. 

On the 4th of December 2017, we opened the 
Wynnum Manly Community Bank® branch of 
Bendigo Bank. To open a Community Bank®

branch without requiring an additional 
prospectus, or forming a second company 
etc. saved significant duplication, additional 
and significant costs and we recognise the 
commitment of our franchise partner, 
Bendigo Bank for their collaboration and 
support. 

In consideration of the greater footprint and the significant overlap of the community in general, as 
advised to Shareholders and other stakeholders at the time, we changed our company name to RWM 
Community Financial Services Limited. The change was required. Many of our customers, the community 
organisations and businesses that we support and serve; in-turn support, live or work in the broader 
region, not just Redlands. The change was made at negligible cost to the company.



Our increased footprint to 3 locations and larger team also 
has required and enabled us to spend even more time 
focusing on our point of difference; our commitment to our
community. I collated our monthly reports and was amazed 
that our branch teams this year, logged 1,001 hours of 
volunteer time, on their initiative, in our community. 

The quantitative, monetary value of this can readily be 
calculated.  The greater qualitative benefit to the 
community broadly is far greater; immeasurable and 
invaluable! This is just the branch teams, then add to this 
the voluntary contributions of the Directors too and it is 
easy to confirm our authenticity, discipline and dedication 
to the values defined earlier.

We express our continued, sincere appreciation to Robins 
Accountants Cleveland. Our partnership with Robins is soundly based 
on shared value and shared outcomes for our community, and has 
resulted in sizeable growth to Cleveland’s footings. 

The growth of Cleveland, the addition of Wynnum and respective 
increased staff contingent allowed us to reshape everyone’s roles 
too. Each team member has a specific portfolio that is aligned with 
their skillset, outlook to their future and of course our business 
needs.

The growth of our Community Bank® local network also brought 
home to us all that although the branch team manage the business 
day-to-day; we did not have anyone to manage what had become a 
sizeable Board, Communications, Property, Community 
Development and Marketing portfolio. 

Our presence as a Community Bank® is more than just banking and 
business services. Community organisations more and more are 
looking to us as a hub or portal for support on a broad range of 
services. A “Director - Community Engagement role was established 
in December 2017.

The role is mostly autonomous and is responsible for:
• Executive support to the Board except for company Secretary responsibilities
• Audit and sampling of company documents, cheques etc. and provision of subsequent reports for 

assurance
• Day-to-day management of the company and support for the branches and service centre where already 

approved and therefore exercisable without reference to the Board, as a delegated executive 
management function

• Community engagement and investment in the broad areas covered by or adjacent to our ‘footprint’
• Marketing 
• Internal and communications in-concert with the company Secretary
• Event planning and management on behalf of the Board
• Reporting to the Board
• Ensuring consistent and relevant presence in and engagement with ‘the community

                  

From opening on 15 December 2005 to what is fast approaching 13 years; we have grown from 4 to 16 staff,  
opened 3 significant sites; and have done our best to ensure we are a reliable, committed local employer. 
Equally, in fact even more; our team have given of themselves time and again and our continued growth and 
community engagement is largely their leadership and success. They deserve recognition for they have lived a 
‘good life’ and have created such a positive legacy for ‘our community!’



We have been engaged as major sponsorship for various organisations 
which means increased visibility of our brand, our people and our outcomes. 
We are a major sponsor with the Redland City Chamber of Commerce, and 
with Wynnum Seagulls too.

The Seagulls sponsorship is also important for the shared value and
support for local primary schools. Under our tent at each home game
we cook a BBQ and the proceeds are donated to one school each 
game.

The first is the Royal Commission into misconduct in the banking, superannuation and financial services 
industry. The Community Bank® model and network have actually been commended for the sense of purpose. 
The model brings people together to solve problems, build communities and invests in community. 
Further commentary in the media and from respected sources in the industry in summary is; “Only long-term 
behaviour will repair or reinstate any trust. Community Banks, under this model are well placed to lead with 
their behaviour”. 

From our perspective, what we are striving to become from any engagement or investment in the community, 
is a long-term partner and a leading social enterprise.

We have once again this year, used local businesses where possible and 
this has generated a sound network of referrals that will in-turn grow a 
stronger economy within our footprint. The engagement of small 
business will become increasingly important, and eventually be core to 
the social outcomes we all expect.

It is the expectation of society in general that successful businesses 
should ‘feed’ in to prosperity, not from it. That is clearly our mandate and 
core to the Community Bank® model. 

Most recently this calendar year there have been 2 quite telling 
outcomes that we, as part of our industry and a strong network are very, 
very proud of.

Secondly, in July 2018 the Roy Morgan Research institute 
released their annual survey of the most trusted brands in 
Australia. The research simply measures trust and distrust 
and where trust out-weighs distrust the most, leads in the 
“Net Trust Score”. Bendigo Bank finished 3rd behand ALDI 
and NRMA and ahead of QANTAS, Bunnings and the ABC 
Network. Community Bank® branches form well over 60% 
of the Bendigo Bank retail network and we are a proud 
partner in that network and equally proud of our Net Trust 
Score.

All in all the year has been quite a ‘mix’ of activity. We are 
pleased and proud of what has been achieved in the year 
and believe we can sign off on setting up a sound base. 
There is so much more to do. We must ensure our culture 
is respectful and authentic; that our investments in our 
team and our ‘community’ are relevant and for the long-
term; and over the next decade, we lead from within the 
community.

Chairman Senior Manager, 
Community Bank®



Our dividends are not just defined by what we return to Shareholders...

In the last 5 years; 4,200 hours in volunteering

Created 16 full-time and part-time jobs, and many of our 
team are achieving significant milestones with us.

Invested in our community through significant, far-reaching 
partnerships; for example $16,000 to-date with the 

Redland Community Centre

People Matter - more than their assets
People Matter - in maximising opportunities
People Matter - as enablers
People Matter - in everything we do

And to the end of this reporting year, we have returned 
$167,000 to our Shareholders.
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Victoria Point Community Bank®  Branch
127 Colburn Avenue, Victoria Point QLD 4165

Wynnum Manly Community Bank® Branch
63 Bay Terrace, Wynnum QLD 4178

Cleveland Customer Service Centre
19 Middle Street, Cleveland 4163

Franchisee:
RWM Community Financial Services Limited
127 Colburn Avenue, Victoria Point QLD 4165
Phone: (07) 3820 9355
ABN 52 116 190 875

bendigobank.com.au/public/community/our-
branches/victoria-point

bendigobank.com.au/public/community/our-
branches/wynnum-manly


